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# The Matrix
play-criteria

# FAIRPLAY, motivated by the ambition to
contribute to the construction of a socially just
environment.

# PLAY OFFENSIVE, proposing possible
futures without waiting to be asked for.

# EXTEND YOUR PLAYGROUND,

conquering the 95% of the built environment, that are
constructed without any design-ambition.

Theory vs. Praxis
Theorists
vs.
Optimists ?

# DETOUR RULES, thinking beyond standards
to create innovation and diversity.

# TEAM PLAY, constructing new alliances to use
the power of communities.

# RE-PLAY, using limited resources consciously,
thinking globally and acting locally.

+ joker
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# 3 Conversations,
3 topics, 9 practices
#Affordable housing

Jack Self, London
Urbz, Mumbai
SuperFutureGroup, Graz

#Common space

Plan Comùn, Santiago de Chile
Guerilla Architects, Berlin
Schwemmland, Linz

#Changing lifestyles

Sara Neves + Filipe Estrella, Porto
Lavinia Scaletti, London
Bedroom Exodus, Vienna
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What does your form follow?

FORM
MFORM
FOLL
FOLLO
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Today we are led to believe that it is
impossible to design in isolation from
the larger systems of production, and
that to intervene meaningfully with
design, we must take account of a
multitude of layers, scales, phenomena
and ideas, to think globally, to produce
to “everyone”.
We came to believe that form is stuck
in a pyramid system. Steering are the
top profit-driven economies, seeking
for global profit opportunities, ordering
their technocracy laboratories to crate
profit… it means: to create the needs.
Global generic needs, profitable needs.
Led to product productivity and put any
particular long-winded need under an
invisibility cloak.

But then we found
rural!
Places where
form can find
some clean air
and transcend
to a new form
of autonomy
regarding design,
production and
governance.
Places that follow
rural nature.

Rural, where forms still grow in.
Where processes can be sowed, come
up and dead. Where processes can
takes its natural speed. Where we
can observe closer, create closer, live
closer. Where there’s still a humanto-human scale and face-to-face
exchange, with no intermediaries,
autonomous from the global plans of
supply-demand. Rural, where all we
can follow the growth of forms and
learn from it, understand it.

So we REFRAMED

We melt with the inhabitants, put the
hands-on and co-create a local selfparadigm. No abstract principles, no
generic processes, we take time, and
co-create them too.

Co-creating based on interdisciplinary
and not specialization, understanding
that housing is not just about a
house, and, if we want to intervene
meaningfully it’s necessary to move
beyond the traditional overlap of
specialties domains. And immersing
on the community, co-creating and
co-building, improving the population’s
tools to re-shape it for a continuous
updating in the face of successive
needs.
Two types of co-creation at the end
melted in just one: the pursuit of cooperation in-between technocracy and
local informal 1:1 synergies. Putting
the hands on the dough, merging
roles, dropping the ‘-lonialism’ and
taking the ‘Co-‘. Being aware that only
if inhabitants are at the forefront of all
decisions, the paradigm will thrive.

BIO

We‘ve been thinking together since
2008, but we have worked separately
in other projects until 2015. Actually
we have been thinking, working, living,
travelling and having fun together
since 2008, and that’s why architecture
for us is not just a job nor has set time
or place.

An engagement with the singular
requirements of a place.A local selfparadigm that follows human nature
and its immutable need for customized
1:1 forms. A paradigm of forms that
take time to contemplate, to breathe
and dive. A form of process in which
interaction, discussion and reflection
are actions we fall for too. A long-flow
trial, back and forth tested, that needs
time to mature, to listen, talk and get to
know its purpose more literally.

Last year, driven by the same interest
for fieldwork and for architecture,
made from, for and, mainly, with the
ordinary things of each particular
place, we decided to create our
own studio. Since then, we’ve been
developing an model housing project
in rural India, a school libraries project
in São Tomé and housing recovery
projects in Portugal.

So we follow
places where time
lasts, and we don’t
fear time.

Our projects are being developed in
partnership with local institutions
of social development, valuing the
analysis of the quotidian and their
requirements, just as much as the
technical construction requisites
to fulfill the demands. We see
construction as a potential booster of
inclusive systems and communities’
autonomy, so the projects’ authorship
and implementation are also shared
with the inhabitants.
We like to believe that deep technical
knowledge is the most important, that
interdisciplinarity is the best, collective
consciousness is a duty, and that local
framework is the philosopher’s stone.
And to embody all this, rurality is the
way!

A call to descend into the rural
fieldwork, release the form and let into
its natural popular melody.

And then comes the strongest power of
architecture, to put all these forces into
form. Embodying the lifelong triangle
utilitas, firmitas, venustas synthesize
rural nature and produce 1:1 form…
because matter matters.

IT!
FORM
FOLLOWS...

Filipe Estrela

I’m a Portuguese architect, master
degree by the Faculdade de
Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto.
During my last year, I was selected to
represent the faculty in the Campus
Development Forum – Ecole Hõtelière
de Lausanne with my thesis project.
I worked 3 years in the Portuguese
studio Serôdio Furtado Arquitectos,
in Porto, and in 2015 I went to India to
collaborate on an affordable housing
project to rural India, booted by
Drishtee – an Indian social enterprise
focused on rural sustainability.
Sara Neves

I’m a Portuguese architect, master
degree by the Faculdade de
Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto.
I was co-editor-in-chief of Dedalo
Magazine, where motivated by
the refusal of abstraction and
generalisation of principles in the
architectural process, we organised
talks, workshops and projects
promoting a direct cooperation
between inhabitants and professional
of different areas.
In 2014 I collaborated in the newspaper
Homeland – the Official Representation
of Portugal on 14th International
Architecture Exhibition La Biennale
di Venezia – focused on Portuguese
housing research and typological
survey.
After, through Ashoka, I travelled to
India, where I collaborated during one
year with Drishtee, on an affordable
housing project to rural India.
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OPTIMISM

Internet, a lot of internet, to know about
the world, the context, the moment, to
stay away and be aware
Books, technical books for a deep
knowledge about materials, processes,
logics, forms, sustainability and all
their small technical details
Paper, cardboard, clay, drawings,
models to imagine
Computer to carry out
Words and concepts to discuss, to
think, to learn, to teach and create
passion
Hands and hand tools, raw builder
tools to draw, to shape, to build, to
experiment learning, to reflect on
doing and to give passion
Home to be attached to, to feel the
duties, the responsibility, to be a
citizen, to build like a citizen, to be
realistic
Travel to meet our role models, to find
best practice cases, to be inspired, to
boom, to think beyond, to be optimistic
But mainly,
Human resources to collaborate, cocreate, co-operate, to immerse in all
the previous steps, to understand our
role it and make it happen.

We admit we are powerless over
urbanisation, and that our lives are
becoming unmanageable.
We made a fearless moral inventory
about urbanisation, and we admit that
the exact nature of it will increasingly
make matters worse.
Switch on: We don’t want to be stuck in
the urban tautology.

OPTIMISTIC PRACTICE

process

We admit that the value we are trying
to add to the urban world we can find
naturally in rural areas.
We are entirely ready to quit the urban
problems’ addiction, humbly remove
the shortcomings to ruralise the urban,
and see the light of the pure rural.
We acknowledge that by being closer
to the natural resources, we can be,
more easily, independent of the global
and centralised management systems.
We believe that taking rural as a valid
alternative, we let the cities breath and
we contribute to the emancipation of
urban transformation.
We’ll enshrine our century’s progress
of mobility and communication, and
record that modernity reaches the
rural.
We come to believe that the rural
environment could restore us to sanity.
We made a decision to turn our will
and our lives to rural environment, as
we understand it.
Rural is the future of cities and our
future as architects. Rural is the
autonomy’s future and the answer to
sustainable futures. Rural is the future
of our optimism.

London - GREAT BRITAIN

Form follows a economy of means, a radical
understanding of resources such as energy
and time.
Form follows behaviour of both people and
things, including buildings.

Form follows publicness as the celebration of
the public realm.

OPTIMISM

Although we are aware of neo-liberalism‘s strong
capacity of transformation, re-articulation and
appropriation of everything –including the production
and/or attitude sustained by counter-hegemonic
positions-, we have the feeling that something will
happen within our society. In the last decades we
got used to a constant state of crisis –either political,
economical, social or climate-related-, a sign that the
system does not seem to be sustainable anymore.
Every day, we see how the crisis gets even more
extreme by the very operation of the system itself.

FORM FOLLOWS...

That is why it is so urgent to radically correct the
state of things. In order to counteract this oppressive
context, we believe it is necessary to strengthen
the public realm and to reinforce the collective
consciousness against the many inconsistencies
of global capital accumulation. On this regard, only
a critical position can overcome the established
limits defined by the few individuals controlling our
environment and lifestyle.

have already pointed out, we believe that the role
of designers is crucial in framing this struggle; the
designer as a public intellectual, not only by shaping
something, but also by exposing a political position
through projects and work ethics.
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deformation of
our conventional
patterns of
behaviour.

OPTIMISTIC PRACTICE

Kim Courrèges (1984)
French Architect – Graduated from
Ecole d’Architecture de la Ville et des
Territoires Marne-la-Vallée (FR) in
2010, and holds a M.Sc in Mathematics
and Computer Science from Université
Paris 7 – Denis Diderot (FR, 2005).
She worked at Eric Lapierre
Experience (FR, 2010-2011); Estudio
America (BR, 2011); Pezo von
Ellrichshausen (CL, 2012-2013);
Roberto Gutiérrez Arquitectos (20132014), and as communication manager
at Elemental (CL, 2014–2015). She
started collaborating with Plan Común
in 2013 and has been partner since
2015.

Thomas Batzenschlager (1987)
French Architect – Graduated from
Ecole d’Architecture de Nancy (FR,
2010) & M.Res. in Philosophy at
Université Nancy 2 (FR, 2011).
He worked at Spatial Practice (RPC,
2011), Open Architecture (RPC, 2012),
Umwelt (CL, 2013) & Emilio Marín (CL,
2014). Author of “L’habitant temporaire’
and co-editor “Lugares Comunes:
Recoleta e Independencia” (2015). He
has been working at Plan Común and
teaching at PUC Architecture School
(CL) since 2014.
Lucas Mateluna (1990)
Chilean Architect – Graduated from
Universidad Católica de Chile in 2015.
He taught as assistant at PUC
Architecture School (CL, 2014-2015).
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Linz
- Resources
AUSTRIA

Burch (CH).
Associated professionals
Marcelo Cox (ex partner), Claudio
Baladrón, Diego García, Jadue
Livingstone, Osvaldo Larraín, Cristián
Maze, Francisco Quintana, Kuehn
Malvezzi Architects, Mobil Arquitectos,
Magdalena Besomi, Alfredo
Thiermann, Umwelt, Amunategui
Valdés, Christian Courrèges (artist),
Javier Toro (artist).
Audiovisual Archive of Architecture
Since 2007, founders of Plan Común
have been working on an audiovisual
archive of architecture called
OnArchitecture (www.onarchitecture.
com) This original content include
conversations with more than 150
interviews -with architects, artists and
editors- and more than 200 buildings
portraits in different cities all over
the world. This is just the tip of the
iceberg of a research on modern and
contemporary architecture that have
been very relevant in the position,
strategies and work systems pushing
forward by Plan Común.

Plan Común office (Biarritz 1963,
Providencia)
Since March 2016, our office is
based in an 18 sqm garage that we
transformed into our working space.
The main objective of the intervention
was to maximise the potential use of
an extremely small and dark room.
Having this in mind, we performed two
main strategies: 1) to integrate a new
poly-carbonate envelope in both facade
and ceiling –increasing natural light–
and 2) to replace the roof structure by
a wood deck, creating a new space
for breaks and informal debate, right
above our office space and below a
very big and old oak tree –that also
enables us to have a new horizon
towards the surroundings–.
This small project is an example of the
attitude we have to respond to different
briefs –regardless its scale, program
or conditions–: to offer an extra space
–most of the times unsolicited or
unexpected, for a limited budget– that
promotes collective encounters.

BIO

Bedroom Exodus is a project-specific
research collective - founded by
Jerome Becker, Florian Sammer
and Lukas Vejnik - with a focus on
sleep and its localization. Since the
beginning of the investigations in 2013
the exchange with researchers from
other disciplines - such as sociology,
anthropology, sleep research and
contemporary history - was an integral
part of the work process.

The focus is currently set on
architecture and the spatial
confrontation with the „occupation
of rest“, the relationship between
sleeping and habitation as well as the
investigation of atypical situations,
where sleep is consumed outside
the walls of the apartment. The
starting point is the consideration of
current sleep practices. In order to
draw a picture of the current state,
we analyse historical trends, sociocultural backgrounds and diverse
cultures of sleep. We diagnose a
strong correlation between current
changes in a global work environment
and changes in sleeping habits. This
interaction causes a particularly critical
examination of polyphasic sleep
concepts in meritocracy.

The first considerations of Bedroom
exodus started with a design project at
the Institute of Architecture and Design
at the TU Vienna in 2013. Subsequently
the project was continued as an
independent field of research. With the
successful participation at „Superscape
2014“ the project „ZzZ – Schlafkuturelle
Revolution“ was awarded with an
honourable mention and was exhibited
at the Vienna Designweek 2014. Since
2015, the Schütte-Lihotzky research
fellowship by BMUKK permits
for us an in-depth research. With
interventions and events we try to raise
awareness for the topic.

OFFICE PROFILE

OPTIMISM

slow spaces
to pause where others rush through.

Since in different areas of every day
life, social turnovers happen right now,
we’d like to experience and examine
these changes in our fields of study
and its close topics. Besides traditional
research, a direct confrontation and
interaction with and in public spaces is
still the essential source of inspiration
for our work. Furthermore, we profit
from interdisciplinary discussions and
value the content and its connections
to current social issues. This is the
way we can perceive architecture
differently, which creates a new and
optimistic approach for our practice.

blownup time
to question daily rituals.

extendable ideas
to develop thoughts that do not end in a
cul-de-sac.

The main thoughts on the topic where
published in an essay in PLAT journal
4.5 by Rice School of Architecture.
The designs for the ideas of a
public sleeping infrastructure were
exhibited at the Ars Electronica Linz
in September 2015. In May 2016, we
organized the symposium „Bedroom
Exodus“ at Mobiles Stadtlabor in
Vienna. In addition to a lecture of Dr.
Hannah Ahlheim - expert on sleeping
history - and an interview with Marie
Staver / PureDoxyk - figurehead of
the Polyphasic Community in the USA
- we presented our investigations on
sleeping places in specific conditions
in private and public spaces.

acting out SCHWEMMurbi-nature SUPER
of the niche LAND
FUTURE
GROUP
What is at stake is culture and the way we live
-including the backgrounds and values that define
the model of any given society-. As many people

We are convinced that another world is possible,
even though the current system of values constantly
tries to underestimate this alternative. In that sense,
we are optimistic about the possibility of a different
future, one that should be less dependent on the
market, more open in cultural terms and enjoyable
by a majority.

Felipe De Ferrari (CL), Diego Grass
(CL), Kim Courrèges (FR), Thomas
Batzenschlager (FR)
Collaborators in the past
Jose Lemaitre (CL), Lucas Mateluna
(CL), Kotaro Shimada (JP), Costanza
Zeni (IT), Jules Salmon (FR), Oliver

FORM FOLLOWS

Porto - PORTUGAL

S. NEVES
F. ESTRELA

We follow the
RURAL, we
CLOSE-UP, and we
SLOW DOWN.

Form follows a clear strategy in maximising
public or collective space, regardless scale
or program.

and Universidad Nacional de Asunción
(PY, 2016). He has been teaching at
PUC Architecture School (CL) since
2014.

WORLD IN
TRANSITION

and the edge effect endure? How do
demand the «right to the city 1» in a
place and time where many see no
city?

The world is changing. But how
to change with the world? Can we
change the world totally alone? But it
is possible to set the goal of making a
positive change in your own immediate
surroundings.
In the classical field of architecture,
many do not find happiness,
incorporate their own interests or
their creativity. The daily routine work,
the running in a hamster wheel of
requirements and official rules often
leaves one with no time or energy
with which to change the world.
Often one feels hopeless in executing
change. It raises the question of how
what happens next: for the machine
to wither or to glow for a better
environment?

«For me there is no other place like
this, which so intensely moves me,
challenges me again and lets me
discover, impresses me, torments
me, fascinates me and it lets all the
answers out. It is my home, which
flows through my body and is all over
me.»

«We’re already
starting»
Christa Müller

CHANGE YOUR
OWN LIFE!

What can you accomplish here as
an architect by acting positively in
your own environment? What tools
do we have to hand? What are your
own abilities and what are their
boundaries? How do you explore new
fields and find other spaces, those
that are left as the Other. How do you
change from the dark side to one
which meets your core values? How
do you keep something available for
the next generation, letting diversity

C. Wiesmayr

commercial area
urban area
woodland
waters
hills

green area

riparian zone

project area Schwemmland
industry

Getting involved
with AREA, the
SITE.

Stay in the familiar environment where
one lives, works, lives, love and get
involved, engage!
Be an active citizen 2 and live the
CHANGE! Actively work on it and think
about it in new ways. Bicycle to work,
even if there are no bike paths leading
to the industrial area. Apply New Work,
New Culture «NWNK 3» as a motivating
working model and pursue what you
really really want! Self connecting
with allies 4 , sharing the office with
peers and get involved the collective
affordable vacancy. Look for local
conversations, even with those who
do not speak the same (professional)
language and try to see things
differently. Make the space stronger
where there is no one, and discover
and grab hold of what is interesting.
1
2
3
4

Henri Lefebvre
smart citicen; a „manifesto“ for smart citicens,
based on Dan Hill´s essay, WAAG Society
New Work new Culture; by Frithjof Bergmann
Engagez-vous!; Stephane Hessel
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Super Future Group is an architectural
office based on the international
experience of the co-founders Ania
Jurkiewicz and Robert Lamprecht.
Focused on improving living
conditions and thinking about future
developments of cities, their mission
is to explore new ways of responding
to a changing world. Open to new
unexpected ideas, entirely dedicated
to architecture and urbanism, Super
Future Group is entering unknown
terrain in architectural production.
Their initial project “Urban Super
Forest” is a statement for a future of
sustainable and ecological change
to transform our cities into green
oasis of urban life. Urban Super
Forest is recently shown in several
exhibitions like Architecture of
Necessity Exhibition 2016 at Virserum
Art Museum / Sweden, Treehousing
Competition Exhibition at the FAO
United Nations Headquarter in Rome
and Form Follows... Exhibition at
House of Architecture Graz.

SUPER FUTURE GROUP …

FORM FOLLOWS...

OPTIMISTIC
PRACTICE
FORM
FOLLOWS

Mumbai, Goa - INDIA

… BRINGS NATURE BACK TO THE CITY
… CONNECTS URBAN AND NATURE
… INVENTS NEW TYPOLOGIES
… LISTENS TO PEOPLE
… INCREASES LIVING QUALITIES
… CREATES SPACES TO SOCIALISE
… IS ANTI DOGMATIC
… RESPONSES TO A CHANGING WORLD
… EXPLORES LOCAL NEEDS
… CREATES SPACES FOR PEOPLE
… BELIEVES IN A SUPER FUTURE

MSC ARCH. ANNA JURKIEWICZ
Born in Poland. Graduated at the
Architecture and Urban Planning
Faculty at the Silesian University
of Technology in Poland. As a freelancer she was working with several
foundations and architects, she
was also involved in organization
exhibitions and architectural
workshops aimed at improving of the
public space and promoting Polish
architecture. She participated in
many competitions and workshops
at the local and international level.
Finalist and winner of the International
People’s Choice Award in the 5th
Advanced Architecture Contest, IaaC.
Member of the EASA- European
Architecture Students Assembly
in 2011-2014. She gained valuable
practical experience in Poland, Turkey
and Austria.
ARCH. DI ROBERT LAMPRECHT
Born in Austria. Graduated at the Graz
University of Technology. His masterthesis “Theatre on Tötenhengst”
was winner of GAD-Awards 07/08.
He was working on several winning
competitions for GS-architects and
Atelier Thomas Pucher as Sinfonia
Varsovia, LWL Rehabilitation Clinic
Dortmund, MP09 Headquarters
Pachleitner Graz. As leading architect
of execution department and
project manager at Atelier Thomas
Pucher for LWL Rehabilitation Clinic
Dortmund and Residential Towers
Viertel Zwei Plus Rondo Vienna he
gai
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Although our ideas are not comparable
to the utopian phantasies of the
1960ies, we basically consider
architecture as a tool to facilitate daily
life. Instead of global designs, we
believe in a small utopia, happening
in the everyday – observable for
everybody – influenced by every
possible agent.

Graz - AUSTRIA
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Form Follows
Crisis.

Form Follows
Experiment.

Form Follows
Collaboration.

It is of great relevance to consider
crisis as a main initiator of change.
Although we might feel trapped into a
vicious circle, disadvantaged conditions
become a prime requirement and
fertile ground for developing new
optimistic approaches. We should
re-question the validity of past models
and promote a radical shift in the
way architecture is created today.
Throughout my projects there is this
imminent pressure of responding to

Form should not follow a predefined
theory and rules but derive from
experimentation. Experiment as a
first approach to a project. This, by
no means, suggests turning our
back to the past nor precluding initial
perceptions related to a project, but it
rather suggests the validity of testing
new ideas through research processes
and direct action. Throughout my work,
ethnographic experience has proved
successful in understanding the

At the core of any successful scheme
lies the question of collaboration. The
making and evolution of architecture
and urban environments can only
happen if people with different
backgrounds come together to
face a particular challenge. The
architect might have the theoretical
and technical knowledge on how to
design buildings and cities, but others
might be more familiar with an area
or residents of it, be professionals

Who are they? How can they benefit
from a new urban scheme? What
forms of participatory architecture
can be implemented for each specific
case? For the projects I have been
part of, this regularly took the form
of meetings and events with local
residents to establish a strong
dialogue and get ideas from them as
well a lively presence on site for long
periods of time. Form comes from
the bottom rather than the top, from
engaged citizens rather than detached
decision makers.

The architect is in a position to mediate
between the users, the residents and

We work in neighbourhoods that
urbanists call ‘informal’. However,
we never quite understood what the
term was supposed to mean, when
it is affixed to settlements that are
incredibly complex and diverse.

Etymologically speaking, formal
entities follow the rules of logic.
When prefixed with ‘in’, the meaning
is inverted, and by extension what is
informal defies logic. It implies that
something is irrational, unpredictable,
and thus potentially dangerous. At
the extreme, the informal denotes
the uncivilised. Phantasmagorical

Our practice builds on the capacity of
people to develop their own habitats,
to create their own contexts. We
recognise the role that people in
homegrown settlements play in
improving their own condition. This
is the first step towards supporting
them in their efforts to give form to the
places they inhabit.
Instead of inventing the ‘city of the
future’ (smart or otherwise) from
the white slate of university labs or
architects’ studios, we must learn how
to take the existing city as a starting
point. Our task as urbanists and

Form follows ... exhibition at HDA Graz | Mariahilferstraße 2 | 8020 Graz | opening 9th of June 2016, 7pm | duration until 14th of August 2016 | Tue – Sun, 10am – 6pm
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I am optimistic because there
is no alternative: to reject the
condition we find ourselves
subjected to and believe that the
world could be better is integral
to my understanding of my own
humanity. What becomes important
then is how I propose to change
the world, and how I imagine the
efficacy of my own agency.

OPTIMISTIC PRACTICE

rural
Form is being strangled and is
desperately following some air.

As the twentieth century’s world
order slowly tears itself apart,
we are entering into a new
paradigm defined by zero-growth,
fundamentalisms of every kind,
widespread civil wars (often cold
war proxies), environmental
degradation, global warming, mass
migration and staggering wealth
inequality. It can be easy to get
depressed, or feel the weight of
humanity’s desperation.

Form follows a concept understood as the
synthesis of a vision engaged with common
demands.

n°8/10

Albert Camus, in the opening
chapter of The Rebel muses on the
essence of the human condition.
He says what makes humanity
different from every other animal
is that it rejects its own nature. No
fox wakes up in the morning and
asks what it means to be a fox, or
whether it is possible to be a better
fox – it simply gets on with its foxy
behaviour. This is true of all other
animals: they don’t reflect or autocritique. By contrast, humans reject
what it means to be human: we are
all rebels.

J. BECKER,
F. SAMMER
L. VEJNIK
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I founded the Real Estate Architecture
Laboratory (REAL) in 2015 as an
architectural foundation with a double
mission of critical inquiry and cultural
production. We conduct original
research to promote innovation
in the built environment, and the
methodology uses analysis and
critique to present bold propositions
and credible alternatives to
conventional practice. I would like to
use my work with REAL to influence
how and where we live, and the
conditions of that life.

Vienna - AUSTRIA
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REAL’s public programme includes
cultural events, exhibitions and the
publishing of original and historical
texts about architecture and real
estate. Our flagship magazine “The
Real Review” presents independent
architectural editorial to a general
readership. REAL is a collaborative
organisation, with light bureaucracy
and minimal overheads. Wherever
possible it seeks to utilise the existing
structures of its partner institutions,
to foster inclusivity, non-competition
and collective enquiry. It is above all
dedicated to the highest quality of
intellectual and creative output.
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Everyday events
provision of
are observable
service results
and measurable
in a plural
in duration
society with
and frequency.
differing
everyday
Together
strategies to
maximise and strengthen
BIO they
the character of public or collective
space -understood as a key aspect
structures.
compose
ais an architecture office
Plan Común
of architecture, regardless of its
founded in 2012 by Felipe de Ferrari
scale
or program-.
Until
now, we
daily
routine was
practiced
perceivable
and Diego Grass, after 6 years of An unusual
have done around 35 projects. Our
Richard Buckminster
disciplinary debate, professional by the architect
projects include the UC Teaching and
Fuller. In 1932, TIME magazine
collaboration
and editorial production
Research Facilities (2nd Place, Public
rhythmic
form.
with 0300TV and the audiovisual reported on his Dymaxion (dynamic

Form follows a rebel attitude towards status
quo promoted by some mindsets, briefs and
clients.

Jack Self (1987) is an architect and
writer based in London. He is director
of the REAL foundation and curator of
the 2016 British Pavilion at the Venice
Biennale.
His writing has appeared in
Architectural Design, The Guardian,
New Philosopher, 032c and Dezeen,
as well as elsewhere. Jack‘s first
book was Real Estates: Life Without
Debt (Bedford Press 2014), now in its
second printing.
He is contributing editor for the
Architectural Review, where he has
worked in a number of capacities
since 2009. As an editor for Strelka
Press (2011-13), he developed the
first print-on-demand books on
architecture.
Jack founded Fulcrum, a free weekly
“pursuing architecture and the third
millennium.“ Fulcrum remains the
world‘s most read student publication
about architecture and has been
widely exhibited - most notably at the
2012 Venice Biennale.
Jack holds a Bachelors of Architecture
from the University of New South
Wales (Sydney 2007), a Diploma of
Architecture from the Architectural
Association (2014) and a Master‘s
in Philosophy from the University of
London (2012). His MA dissertation
examined the morality of neoliberal
economic theory.
As a designer, he has worked for
several international firms, amongst
them Ateliers Jean Nouvel in Paris
and London (2007-09). His clients and
partners include developers, housing
trusts and public institutions (most
recently the British Council and the
Victoria & Albert Museum).

Real estate describes our political and
economic bond to property. This is a
relationship determined by categories
of ownership, different forms of labour,
and the complex power structures
that make up society. The focus of my
work, and REAL, is the pragmatics of
higher quality, more affordable and
better-managed cities. My dedication
to spatial equality encompasses
the financing and construction of
architecture, its terms of ownership
and its contribution to standards of
living. My work bridges diverse fields,
from architecture, development,
urbanism and industry, to art, design,
economics and politics.

PLANlife
daily
COMÚN

Form follows a critical position towards what
is happening around us.

BIO

©2013 Jack Self - Image – Protect me from what I want (gallery space)
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What this demonstrates is that the
design of financial parameters is a
fundamentally political project, and
one therefore that should be integral to
architecture. This is not the architectas-developer, which by and large is
just a figure enforcing the status quo,
but rather the architect-as-financier,
which frames the architect as the
designer of economic ideologies and
forms of life.

JACK
SELF

Santiago - CHILE
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The Ingot, which formed the project at
the core of Real Estates: Life Without
Debt (Bedford Press, 2014) presents an
extension to the field of architecture. It
took large volumes of data concerning
the space, time and cost of housing
and rearranged them into an algebra
of functional values. It’s main ambition
was to explore how changing the
period of time we use to finance
architecture can change its conditions
of occupancy and material form. It
showed that a property bond lasting
50 years could provide a high rate of
interest to investors, an extremely
high quality build (over a half century
any maintenance costs come out
of your profit, so environmental
sustainability is extremely important)
and a very low rent level: just 46% of
the London City rate. The tower was
gold-plated because the fluctuating
(but historically increasing) price of

gold is itself a source of profit over 50
years. Gold also happens to be one
of the most sustainable materials
available, as it is a noble metal: it
doesn’t corrode.

OPTIMISTIC
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By contrast, algorithms are functional
expressions (in the mathematical
sense) and describe interrelations
that have an abstract form. The
most common error of those
using algorithms in architectural
design is to think, à la Frei Otto,
that their most useful applications
are stylistic, structural or aesthetic.
In fact, as developers well know,
the true value of the algorithm
concerns financial efficiency. And it
is important to remember that fiscal
interrelationships — of debt, capital,
returns and appreciation — are always
political assertions. Everyone with
a mortgage (literally, a “death grip”)
knows that the terms of how we fund

architecture are designed to enforce
hegemonic social power relations.
Neoliberalism, currently.
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It is, however, important to be precise
when talking about design that is
algorithmic or parametric (not to
be confused with parametricism,
which only refers to Schumacher’s
movement). The difference is
spatial versus non-spatial design:
computational parameters are most

often used to control complex or
contingent forms, which might be as
sophisticated as the engineering logic
underpinning a stadium roof, or as
banal as the regulatory dimensions
of fire stairs. Parametric design is
about accelerating and simplifying the
design process.

n°10/10

Form follows finance: the vocabulary
of contemporary design has
become a linguistic minefield:
computational, digital, algorithmic and
parametric design are all used fairly
interchangeably, even though they
have extremely specific distinctions.
Computational design, for example, is
now a redundant description. I learnt
to draw using the Rotring Isograph, a
finicky pen requiring perfect verticality,
the steady hand of a neurosurgeon
and the patience of a particularly
tolerant and good humoured saint.
I don’t know anyone under 40 who
habitually draws this way — and why
would you? I’m not nostalgic, the
computer is progress.

FORM FOLLOWS...
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#Affordable housing

Jack Self, The Ingot

SuperFutureGroup, Urban Super Forest

Urbz, no future
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#Changing lifestyles

Sara Neves + Filipe Estrella, Self constructed paradigms

Lavinia Scaletti, ZIP city Houseless not Homeless

Bedroom Exodus
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#Common space

Plan Comùn, Die Grüne Alternative

Guerilla Architects, StadtProzessor

Schwemmland, Acting out of the niche
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Conviviality
and the story goes on...
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